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Templatic backcopying driven by Surface Correspondence 
Overview. This paper examines variable patterns of Rapa Nui reduplication (Austronesian) 

and argues for Generalized Nonlinear Affixation (‘GNA’) which suggests all cases of 
nonconcatenative morphology can be derived from the concatenation of nonlinear 
phonological representations[1][2][3]. Further, this paper argues that Rapa Nui exhibits a robust 
case of templatic backcopying on the basis of the variations shown in stress and reduplication 
patterns, and this argument can be supported by stochastic models[4]. Since the original 
proposal of GNA cannot predict templatic backcopying due to the lack of BR-correspondence, 
this paper proposes that Surface Correspondence (‘SCORR’)[5][6] (cf. [7]) needs to be 
incorporated into GNA framework as ‘GNA + SCORR’ approach.  

Data and phenomena. The description of Rapa Nui is based on Kieviet (2017) with the 
assistance of a corpus (around 240,000 words) that contains 12,500 reduplication tokens. Rapa 
Nui has two types of reduplication with different reduplicative templates and functions, as 
shown in (1) (Type I) and (2) (Type II). For (1a) and (1b), when the base is disyllabic, the initial 
syllable is copied, with lexical-specific mora epenthesis (i.e. 1b). When the base is trisyllabic, 
the vowel in the initial syllable is lengthened, as in (1c). The data in (1) favors GNA over 
classic BR-Correspondence Theory (BRCT)[9] since GNA offers an economic account (mora 
affixation for both copying and lengthening). Regarding Type II reduplication, when the base 
is of the form LLL, either the first two syllables are copied (2a-i) or the last two syllables are 
copied together with the lengthening of the first syllable in the output (2a-ii). When the base is 
of the form HLL, either the first two syllables are copied together with the shortening of the 
first syllable (2b-i) or the last two syllable are copied and suffixed (2b-ii). This paper argues 
that HLL base exhibits a case of templatic backcopying, where the heavy syllable in the base 
is shortened to match the template of the copied syllable.  

Proposal. Though GNA is favored over BRCT by Type I reduplication, the lack of BR-
Correspondence in GNA makes it fail to predict templatic backcopying such as (2b-i). To solve 
this issue, this paper proposes that there is Surface Correspondence (SCORR) automatically 
established during copying, resulting in ‘GNA + SCORR’ approach. Different from BR-CORR, 
SCORR in reduplication does not refer to morphological annotations like ‘RED’ and ‘base’. 
Instead, it is established via transitivity[7][10], shown in (3). The SCORR relation is inviolable, 
and no trigger constraint like CORR[5][6] (cf. [11]) is needed to establish such a relation, but there 
is a set of IDENT constraints (e.g. IDENT-VV) requiring the similarity of corresponding 
elements[5][6]. In this case, the length of corresponding vowels is required to be identical by 
IDENT-VV[long], which will be violated by a surface form like *[hox.roy.ho:x.roy.u], where 
[hox:] and [hox] are in correspondence but not identical in vowel length (syllable weight), 
illustrated in (4) (Rapa Nui does not allow coda; long vowel and short vowel are contrastive).  

Models and results. Since the variations in Rapa Nui involve the interaction between 
metrification and reduplication, it is hypothesized that the seeming templatic backcopying 
could be an epiphenomenon of surface metrical optimization. Therefore, two grammars, with 
or without IDENT-VV[long], are tested in Stochastic OT[4]. All the other relevant constraints for 
metrification and reduplication are listed in (5). The results show that the grammar with IDENT-
VV[long] can well model the expected variations, while the grammar without IDENT-VV[long] 
cannot, as shown in (6). Thus, it is suggested that the templatic backcopying in Rapa Nui is not 
epiphenomenal and Surface Correspondence is an inevitable component of the grammar.  

Summary. Rapa Nui reduplication supports GNA and also exhibits a robust case of 
templatic backcopying. The proposed ‘GNA + SCORR’ approach makes templatic backcopying 
predictable, while maintaining the advantage of GNA as a general approach for various 
nonconcatenative morphological processes.  

 



(1) Type I reduplication (plurality of verbs) (‘H’/‘L’, heavy/light syllable) 
 Base Reduplicated Gloss Note 
a. (tu.ru) tu.(tu.ru) ‘to go down (pl.)’ LL → LLL (copy a syllable) 
b. (ma.te) (ma:).(ma.te) ‘to die (pl.)’ LL → HLL (copy a syllable and lengthening) 
c. (ha).(u.ru) (ha:).(u.ru) ‘to sleep (pl.)’ LLL → HLL (only lengthening) 

(Foot in Rapa Nui is bimoraic trochee; degenerate foot is not allowed, which will be discussed in the paper) 
 
(2) Type II reduplication (emphasis, repetition, intensification, conversion, etc.) 

 
Base 

Reduplicated 
Gloss of base 

i. left copy ii. right copy 
a. ma.(na.ʔu) 

L L L 
ma.(nà.ma).(ná.ʔu) 
(mà.na).ma.(ná.ʔu) 

(mà:).(nà.ʔu).(ná.ʔu) ‘to think’ 

b. (ho:).(ro.u) 
H L L 

ho.(rò.ho).(ró.u) 
(hò.ro).ho.(ró.u) 

(hò:).(rò.u).(ró.u) ‘quick’ 

(In Rapa Nui, the penultimate syllable receives primary stress when the last syllable is light. For a word with five 
light syllables, either the first or the second syllable can receive secondary stress.) 
 
(3) Correspondence by transitivity (4) Effect of IDENT-VV[long] 

 

For a string 𝑆" in the input, if there 
are multiple strings 𝑆#$ and 𝑆#% in the 
output such that 𝑆#$	𝕽	𝑆" and 
𝑆#%	𝕽	𝑆", there must be 𝑆#$	𝕽	𝑆#%	. 

 

 ho:.ro.u + µµ ID-VV[long] MAX-µ 
a. hox roy ho:x roy u *!  

☞		b. hox roy hox roy u  * 
 

 
(5) Constraints in the models 

Metrical structure FTBIN, PARSE, ALL-FT-L, ALL-FT-R, WSP, RH-CONTOUR, ALIGN-HEAD-R, NONFINALITY 
reduplication O-CONTIGUITY-STEM, INTEGRITY, ALIGN(STEM, L, PRWD, L), ALIGN(STEM, R, PRWD, R) 
Other faithfulness IDENT(LONG), MAX-µ, DEP-µ 

 
(6) Selected results of stochastic models 
(There are 11 inputs and tableaux designed in total, each of which contains various numbers of candidates. All 
possible variants are treated as the intended winners, and the expected probability for each winner is hypothetical. 
Both models are put into Praat to learn, and the observed probability is predicted by the learned grammars. For 
the model without ID-VV, the grammar cannot well capture the probability of the intended winners.)  

 
Input Total 

cand. Intended winner(s) Expected 
prob. 

Observed prob. 
Note Without 

ID-VV 
With 

ID-VV 
(1) ma.u.ku 5 ma.(ú.ku) 1.000 0.935 0.999 

Stress 
(2) ke.re.tu: 4 (kè.re).(tú:) 1.000 0.698 0.997 
(3) ho:.ro.u + µµ 23 (hò:).(rò.u).(ró.u) 0.500 0.364 0.490 

Type II 
Redup 

   ho.(rò.ho).(ró.u) 0.250 0.105 0.261 
   (hò.ro).ho.(ró.u) 0.250 0.137 0.246 
(5) µ + tu.ru 2 tu.(tú.ru) 1.000 0.990 1.000 Type I 

Redup (6) µ + ha.u.ru 2 (hà:).(ú.ru) 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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